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ABSTRACT:

A symmetric binary mixture of terminally charged trifunctional-core/difunctional-branched dendrimers of the third and the fourth
generation is examined in explicit solvent solution by means of molecular dynamics simulations. The static and dynamic response of
the components is monitored under a varying strength of electrostatic interactions. The response of the dendrimer constituents
shares common features as the intensity of Coulombic interactions increases, but characteristic differences are noted in the
individual structural arrangement and their dynamic response. An effective-charge modulation develops across the dendritic
structure and at the immediate vicinity of each molecule. The asymmetry in size and in the overall charge between the two
components affects the packing properties of the molecules resulting in different morphologies compared to the respective single
component systems. In addition, individual translational and rotational motion of the dendrimers exhibits distinct behavior in
different Coulombic regimes. The motional contrast between the two components differentiates their relative dynamic response as
the electrostatic interactions grow stronger. The increase of Coulombic interactions drives the components of the mixture to a
dynamically arrested state, but the eventual vitrification takes place at different levels of electrostatic interactions depending on
dendrimer generation. The findings of the present study elucidate several aspects of the behavior of these charged soft-colloidal
materials and offer new insight toward the control of their long-range order and of their dynamic properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

Control of the structural properties of soft-matter systems in
the mesoscale and most recently in the nanoscale dimensions, is
the most decisive step toward the design of “smart” functional
materials for a broad range of modern applications.1 In these
category of systems, formulations based on mixtures of colloidal
particles have attracted an increasing scientific and industrial
interest due to the wide range of potential uses, including
nanolithography,2 optoelectronics,3 sensors,4 etc. Apart from the
common factors that can trigger colloidal aggregation, i.e., con-
centration, temperature, charge, and external stimuli, colloidal
mixtures offer additional control parameters such as the relative
size of the colloidal particles and the composition of the mixture,
which can be appropriately regulated in order to produce phase
diagrams with a rich variety of different morphologies.5�8

Although there is already a solid background in the experi-
mental as well as the theoretical description of mixtures of
hard-sphere-like particles, systems comprised of soft colloidal

particulates of nanosized dimensions have only recently started
to be investigated in detail. A characteristic example of such
systems are mixtures of multiarm star polymers the behavior of
which has lately been examined experimentally,9�11 theoretically
and via computer simulations.12 An even more recently studied
category of soft colloidal materials which can combine the
advantages of the polymeric nature (e.g., high rensponsiveness
to changes in the local environment) with multifunctionality and
with a good control in their size and surface chemistry, are
hyperbranched polymers.13 Because of their unique features,
such regularly branched polymers known as dendrimers, have
emerged as promising materials for a broad range of uses and, in
particular, for applications related to their polyelectrolytic
behavior.14�18 Taking advantage of their intermediate colloid
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and polymeric nature (which endows them with favorable
rheological properties) as well as the particularly high concentra-
tion of surface active groups in a very small volume, such systems
can be very sensitive to changes associated with parameters of the
local microenvironment (i.e., pH, ionic strength, external electric
field)19�23 and thus offer the opportunity for a fine control of
their structural and dynamic properties.

On the basis of previous theoretical and experimental work in
binary charged colloidal mixtures, it is expected that factors such
as the relative dimensions of the dendritic components in the
mixture, the stoichiometry, the charge distribution and the
degree of the screening of the Coulombic interactions, can play
a central part in the thermodynamic behavior of a dendrimer
mixture as well. In the case of such binary mixtures, relevant
theoretical and computational work based on a Gaussian soft
potential between uncharged dendrimers, indicated that addi-
tional parameters such as the structural details and the dendrimer
generation could affect significantly the final equilibrium mor-
phology of these systems.24

Although useful insight is provided from the existing studies
related to charged colloidal mixtures, or mixtures/blends of
uncharged soft-colloidal particles like star polymers and dendri-
mers, a more detailed investigation of charged dendrimer mix-
tures is still lacking. Information regarding their self-assembly
properties, the specifics of the charge distribution and their
response to varying electrostatic interactions could be of parti-
cular importance in applications related to their polyelectrolytic
behavior. For example, pertinent experiments have demon-
strated the advantages of hyperbranched systems over conven-
tional polymeric materials when acting as hosts for ions in solid
electrolytes or other electrochemical applications.14,25Moreover,
their ability to aggregate under the influence of electrostatic
interactions26�32 render them convenient model systems for the
examination of self-organization processes inmixtures of charged
soft-colloidal particles, much in analogy to their hard-sphere-like
analogues.33,34

In this context, we have performed a molecular dynamics
simulation study of a mixture of terminally charged trifunctional-
core/difunctional-branched dendrimers of the third (G3) and
the fourth (G4) generation in explicit solvent and counterions. In
this work the effects of the variation of the strength of electro-
static interactions are examined in a systematic manner, follow-
ing the changes imparted in the static and dynamic characteristics
of the dendritic components.

II. SYSTEM AND SIMULATION DETAILS

A symmetric mixture of 20 G3 and 20 G4 AB2 dendrimers was
simulated using atomistic (united atom) models for the dendri-
mers, the solvent beads and the neutralizing counterions, in a
wide range of intensities of electrostatic interactions. For the
trifunctional core and the bifunctional branching pattern
adopted (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information for a
sketch of the dendritic structure), the number of beads per
dendrimer molecule as a function of the generation G is given
by N(G) =1 + 6� [2G+1� 1]. Dendrimers of both generations
had the beads of their outer generational shell positively
charged (24 in number per G3 molecule and 48 per G4) as in
our previous works.29,30,35 The number of neutralizing coun-
terions amounted to 1440, while that of neutral solvent beads to
4396. The concentration of each dendrimer in the simulation
box, C, over the corresponding overlap concentration, C*, can

be estimated via the expression

C
C� ¼ 4πN

3

Rg

L

� �3

ð1Þ

to be 0.03 for G3 and 0.06 for the G4 dendrimers of our system,
where Rg and L represent the average radius of gyration and the
box size respectively and N the number of dendrimer molecules
of each generation, here 20. For comparison purposes, the
systemwas constructed so that the effective concentrationCeff if
we consider the mixture to be comprised by 40 dendrimers of
average size Rav=(Rg

G3 + Rg
G4)/2, is 0.09 C*eff, i.e., very close to

that (∼0.1C*) considered in our previous study of one compo-
nent dendrimer solutions.29 The adopted forcefield included all
the common internal degrees of freedom (i.e, bond stretching,
angle bending and torsions) as well as appropriate intra- and
intermolecular nonbonded terms, while electrostatic interac-
tions were estimated using full Ewald summation to account for
the periodic boundary conditions. The simulations were con-
ducted in the constant volume�constant temperature (NVT)
ensemble. The simulation protocol followed and the set of
energetic parameters used are the same as those described in ref
29 for the single component systems. All the lengths are given in
units of the Lennard-Jones parameter σ between two charged
beads, while time is expressed in terms of the characteristic time
of our model τ, which corresponds to approximately 1.4 � 103

MD steps. Ensuing to equilibration, trajectories up to 4.5 �
103τwere generated and snapshots were saved with a frequency
of 0.7 τ.

Among different equivalent methods of controlling the level of
the intensity of the electrostatic interactions in a coarse-grained
model (e.g, by changing the ionic strength of the solution, the
dielectric permittivity of the solvent or the temperature) we
opted in presenting such changes bymeans of the Bjerrum length
(lB), which relates to the inverse Debye screening length k-1 by

k�1 ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πlB∑

i
cizi2

r ð2Þ

In eq 2, ci and zi represent the concentration and the valence of
ith species of ions in the solution. In our case we consider
monovalent ions.

The range of intensities of electrostatic interactions explored,
extended from a very weak to a very strong Coulombic regime
covering screening lengths in the interval 3 < kRav < 36 where Rav
refers to an average radius of gyration of the examined dendri-
mers. The variation of the screening length in our simulations
was performed by appropriate changes in lB through the relative
permittivity εr. In experimental conditions a weak electrostatic
regime can be realized in polar solvents (e.g., water) and/or in
conditions of highly screened electrostatic interactions, while
solutions with intermediate or strong Coulombic interactions
(with Bjerrum lengths of the order of 10 nm or larger) can be
accomplished by appropriate mixtures involving low polarity
organic solvents or polar/non polar cosolvent mixtures.34,36�38

Dendrimer solubilization in organic solvents can be facilitated,
e.g., by their appropriate functionalization.39,40 Alternatively,
alteration of the strength of electrostatic interactions can be
experimentally realized through changes in temperature and/or
the ionic strength of the solution.41�43 The average size ratio
between the two generation dendrimers in our system amounted
approximately to Rg

G4/Rg
G3 = 1.3, practically independent from
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the changes in Bjerrum length (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information).

III. IONIC CORRELATIONS AND STRUCTURAL
RESPONSE OF THE DENDRIMERS ON VARIATION
OF THE COULOMBIC INTERACTIONS

As has been demonstrated in past computational6,29,34,42�47

and experimental studies48�50 in charged soft-colloidal systems
and, in particular, in dendrimer solutions,44,51 the nature of the
effective interactions between the solutes are strongly affected by
the presence of counterions. Effects like the counterion-mediated
attraction of like-charged macroions play a crucial role in their
final arrangement and ultimately in the phase behavior of such
systems.8,51�53 Even in the presence of monovalent counterions,
experimental50 and computer simulation studies29,42,46 indicated
that counterion correlation effects affect appreciably the static
and dynamic properties of the macroions and are closely associ-
ated with deviations from the Poisson�Boltzmann theory.6,47

Such deviations have already been described theoretically54 and
were found to be consistent with the behavior observed in
dendrimer polyelectrolytes.29 In cases where strong Coulombic
interactions are present, the counterion-induced attraction be-
tween the dendrimers combined with ionic-correlation effects
may lead to the overcharging of the dendritic molecules.29,42,43

These effects along with specific aspects of the structural changes
of the dendrimers upon variation of the level of electrostatic
interactions, are described in detail in the next paragraphs.
1. Counterion Condensation and Charge Distribution. To

check the degree of counterion condensation on the dendritic
molecules of the two different generations upon variation of the
intensity of electrostatic interactions, we have estimated the
number of “pairs” consisting of a dendrimer charged bead and
a counterion. A “pair” is only counted if the distance between a
dendrimer’s charged bead and a counterion is closer than the first
minimum of the corresponding pair correlation function (see
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information) and each counterion is
taken to participate in one such pair. To better understand the
effects of dendrimer size and surface charge density on the degree
of counterion condensation, we have calculated the average
number of the aforementioned pairs separately for each dendri-
mer generation. Figure 1 depicts the “condensation curves” for

each generation, describing the number of condensed counter-
ions normalized to the number of charged dendrimer beads.
By visually inspecting the dependence of the degree of

counterion condensation as a function of Bjerrum length, we
can recognize 3 distinct regimes. Regime I, corresponding to a
domain of weak electrostatic interactions in which the degree of
counterion condensation is practically independent from the
dendrimer generation, regime II, demarcated by the overstep-
ping of the neutrality limit and described by a significant increase
of the ratio but at a different rate with respect to lB among the two
dendrimer generations, and regime III of strong electrostatic
interactions characterized by a gradual leveling-off of the con-
densation curves. As has been argued in the case of single
dendrimer solutions,29 this overcharging state can be attributed
to a population of counterions which are “shared” between
neighboring dendrimer molecules. On the basis of the plateau
values of the ratios for dendrimer molecules of the two genera-
tions, we can actually estimate the number of these “shared”
counterions. Indeed, an overcharging percentage of about 30%
for the G4 dendrimers, corresponds to a number of 0.3 � 20 �
48 = 288 additional counterions in the vicinity of the G4 charged
beads, which can account, to a good approximation, for the
degree of overcharging observed in the G3 dendrimers as well,
i.e., 288/(20� 24) = 0.6. In other words, almost 20% of the total
number of neutralizing counterions are shared between the
dendrimers of the two generations in the strong Coulombic
regime.
Apart from the actual number of charges associated with the

molecules, in soft polyeletcrolye systems with internal degrees of
freedom (such as dendrimers, DNA, proteins etc.) the effective
charge distribution is also found to be important.50,52,53

To obtain a better overview of the effective charge throughout
the dendritic structure as well as at the surrounding area around a
dendrimer molecule, we have constructed the overall charge
distributions with respect to the center of mass of the dendrimes,
taking into account the charges of each dendrimer, those of the
neighboring dendrimer molecules (irrespective of generation)
and the counterions. The resulting profiles are presented in
Figure 2.
The most prominent features are the pattern of the charge

modulation throughout the dendritic structure and the systema-
tic development of a negative-charge minimum and a positive-
charge peak in the immediate vicinity of each dendrimer’s
periphery, as the strength of electrostatic interactions increases.
In the smaller size dendrimers, a shallow negative-charge mini-
mum can also be observed at distances just below the radius of
gyration of the dendrimer. This can be understood as a combined
effect of the diminishing degree of backfolding (and thus of a
lower probability for the terminal positive charges to be detected
deeply within the dendritic structure) as Bjerrum length in-
creases, and the higher structural flexibility of the G3 compared
to the G4 dendrimers, which facilitates a larger percentage of
counterions to penetrate in their interior. The drop in amplitude
of the positive peak extending between the radius of gyration and
the border of the dendrimer’s periphery as lB increases, can be
considered as a direct consequence of the overcharging effect
discussed earlier, due to the attraction of a larger number of
counterions which become increasingly localized close to the
dendrimers’ termini. The same argument can also rationalize the
negative-charge minimum which deepens as the electrostatic
interactions grow stronger, indicating again an increasing popu-
lation of counterions that become localized close to dendrimer’s

Figure 1. Ratio of the number of condensed counterions over the
number of charged beads of the dendrimers of each generation. The
horizontal line marks the neutrality limit, while the vertical dotted lines
define regimes of distinct behavior of the condensation curves.
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periphery. These counterions seem to be “trapped” in-between
the two positive-charge peaks, lending credence to the picture of
a population “shared” between the neighboring dendrimers, as
discussed earlier.
The buildup of the positive-charge peak beyond the dendi-

mer’s boundary can be ascribed to the approaching of the
neighboring dendrimers due to the counterion-induced like-
charge attraction as discussed in the one component systems29

(see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information for an estimation of
the effective potential between dendrimers in the binary
mixture). A visual impression of both, the counterion condensa-
tion and the dendrimers’ approach as the intensity of Coulombic
interactions increases, is provided in Figure 3, where snapshots of
the simulation box are shown in the three electrostatic regimes of
Figure 1.
Starting from regime II (here represented by lB/σ = 15) and

moving toward regime III (here represented by lB/σ = 120), the
denser packing of the dendrimer molecules and the localization
of the counterions close to the dendrimers becomes evident.
2. Spatial Correlations and Dendrimer Ordering. On the

basis of the picture described in the preceding paragraph and
according to findings in the single generation dendrimer
solutions,29,30 increase of the strength of electrostatic interac-
tions triggers the onset of strong spatial correlations between the
ionic species (i.e, counterions and charged dendrimer beads). In
the examined case of the binary mixture it is of interest to
examine whether the existence of size mismatch and surface
charge density contrast (G4 dendrimers possess 25% higher

surface charge density compared to G3 molecules) between the
two different dendrimer generations, can give rise to distinct
responses concerning such spatial correlations upon Bjerrum
length variation.
Figure 4 shows the spatial correlation functions between pairs

of charged beads belonging to distinct dendrimer molecules of
the same (Figure 4a and Figure 4b) and of different (Figure 4c)
generations.
The pair correlation functions describing the two dendrimer

generations share common features, such as the shift of the main
peak to shorter distances as the strength of electrostatic interac-
tions increases, as well as the appearance of additional sharp
peaks at shorter distances in lB values within regime III, denoting
a close proximity and a local ordering of the charged beads
forming the examined pairs. A distinct feature, however, which
differentiates the response of the two different dendrimer gen-
erations, is an abrupt change observed in the correlation func-
tions of the G3molecules, upon changing of Bjerrum length from
10σ to 15σ, which is absent from the corresponding G4 spectra.
The same correlation functions describing the G3�G4 charged-
bead pairs exhibit a degree of change which is intermediate
between the abrupt and the moderate change observed in the G3
and the G4 spectra respectively, in the transition from lB = 10σ to
lB = 15σ values. Such a sensitive response of local spatial
rearrangements of the charged beads in G3 dendrimers, is
consistent with the higher degree of structural deformability of
the G3 molecules compared to the more compact and thus less
deformable structure of the G4 dendrimers,55 which increases
the probability of counterion penetration within the structure of
the former.
This difference between the ability of G3 and G4 dendrimers

to deform, their difference in size and their distinct surface charge
densities are expected to influence also the spatial arrangement in
length scales comparable to their size or even longer. To follow
such long-length scale responses to the variation of the strength
of electrostatic interactions, we have calculated the static struc-
ture factor arising from the centers of mass of the dendrimers
invoking eq 3

ScmðqÞ ¼ 1
N

j ∑
N

i¼ 1
ei qB 3 rBi j2

� �
jqj

* +
directions

ð3Þ

Figure 2. Effective charge distributions for the G3 and G4 dendrimers with respect to the center of mass of the dendrimers as a function of Bjerrum
length. The solid arrows denote the location of the radius of gyration of each dendrimer while the dashed arrows mark the maximum distance from the
center of mass, at which dendrimer beads can be detected.

Figure 3. Snapshots of the binary dendrimer mixture at three values of
Bjerrum length representing the different electrostatic regimes discussed
in the text. Blue and green colors correspond to the G4 and G3
dendrimers respectively, while red dots correspond to the counterions.
Solvent beads are omitted for clarity.
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To avoid any assumptions regarding the isotropy of the system
at different Bjerrum lengths, we have calculated the structure
factor by averaging over 50 directions uniformly distributed on
the surface of a sphere for eachmagnitude of the scattering vector
|q| (henceforth denoted as q).29 In eq 3,N represents the number
of scatterers which, in our case, is the number of dendrimer
molecules. This calculation was performed separately for the
centers of mass of the G3 and G4 molecules, in order to monitor
possible effects arising from the difference in generation. To map
the packing characteristics of the dendrimer molecules as Bjer-
rum length increases, we have monitored the shift of the
structural peak which corresponds to a length scale comparable
to the dimensions of the dendrimers (i.e., of the order of 2Rg), in
analogy to the procedure followed in the single component
dendrimer solutions.29 Figure 5 depicts the dependence of the
q-value corresponding to the maximum of that structural peak
(denoted as q*) as a function of lB.
Evidently, the boundaries defined earlier based on the counter-

ion condensation dependence on Bjerrum length, appear to
provide a sound definition of the lB domains in which the packing
of the dendrimers exhibits distinct patterns, as well.
This is a clear indication for a direct link between the degree of

counterion condensation and the adopted dendrimer arrange-
ment in themixture, in line with the observationsmade in the one
component solutions.30 The stronger dependence of the spatial
arrangement of both generation dendrimers on lB takes place in

the intermediate electrostatic regime, while a plateau-like beha-
vior characterizes the very weak and very strong electrostatic
regimes. The leveling-off of the G3 dendrimers’ dependence in
regime III appears to be attained only at the higher lB values
examined. This might be associated with the significantly higher
degree of overcharging realized at the G3 systems (Figure 1), but
it could also relate to the different degree of dynamic slow-down
experienced by the two different dendrimer generations as will be
discussed in section IV.
In one component dendrimer polyelectrolyte solutions, the

result of the spatial rearrangement of the dendrimer molecules in
the strong electrostatic regime at similar overall concentration,
was the formation of distinct cubic phases with a symmetry
depending on the dendrimer generation.29�31 In these cases the
molecular packing was not affected by size polydispersity that
could trigger structural frustration.7 Experimental investigations
in bidisperse like-charged colloidal suspensions56 demonstrated
that the observed morphologies also differed compared to those
characterizing the pure components and remained as an open
question whether the mixed-crystal structures found, could actu-
ally be a form of a superlattice. On these accounts, parameters like
the average size ratio between the molecules in the examined
system (Rg

G4:Rg
G3 = 1:1.3), the structural flexibility of the den-

drimers and the observed charge distribution (Figure 2), are likely
to differentiate the packing characteristics at the molecular scale
(particularly in the strong Coulombic regime), with respect to
those observed in the single component solutions.7,30

The static structure factor spectra (eq 2) corresponding to the
strong electrostatic regime (lB/σ = 120) are shown separately for
the G3 and the G4 molecules in Figure 6.
The same structural features appearing in Figure 6, character-

ize also the respective spectra for the other lB values residing
within the strong electrostatic regime (see Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information). A visual inspection of the resulted
spectra shows that structural ordering of the two dendrimer
constituents does take place in the binary mixture, as well. The
lower-qmaximum close to qσ= 0.5 which is present in spectra of
both dendrimer generations, remains practically lB-independent
in location (for the full set of spectra see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information), once the strength of the Coulombic
interactions grows larger than the values in the weak electrostatic
range. This low-q peak which was also present in the single
component systems,29 is indicative for the existence of long-
length scale structural inhomogeneities (e.g., ordered structures)
and has been detected experimentally in other hard or soft-colloidal
systems as well.50,57 For the examined system, such large-scale
inhomogeneities can be recognized already from the snapshots in

Figure 4. Intermolecular pair correlation functions between the charged terminal beads, for (a) G3�G3 pairs, (b) G4�G4 pairs, and (c) G3�G4 pairs.
Long arrows point to the direction of increase of Bjerrum length, while short arrows specify the lB/σ = 10 and lB/σ = 15 values as discussed in the text.

Figure 5. Dependence of the q-value of the examined structural peak of
the static structure factor arising from the centers of mass of the
dendrimers, on Bjerrum length. The vertical lines denote the boundaries
of the different electrostatic regimes as defined in Figure 1.
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Figure 3 . For better visual identification, in Figure 7 we redraw the
snapshots of the system in lB/σ = 15 and lB/σ = 120 of Figure 3
together with periodic neighbors of the simulation box.
Long-range inhomogeneities emerging from spatial correlations

between dendrimer molecules separated from the solvent-filled
space (here depicted as void), are compatible to the presence of
the lower-q peak of the static structure factor (Figure 6).
Focusing now on the structural features as described by the

higher-q peaks, it appears that the spatial arrangement of
dendrimers of the two different generations exhibit different
characteristics. For the larger generation G4 dendrimers, the
scattering spectra are consistent with a random close-packed-like
local structure. X-ray scattering spectra indicating similar spatial
arrangement have been experimentally detected in high concen-
tration charged colloid suspensions.8 Those systems exhibited a
glass-like phase much in analogy to that observed in metallic
glasses58 and supercooled amorphous bidisperse Lennard-Jones
liquids.59 The similarity in structure between the G4 dendrimers
and that observed in the colloidal systems, implies that at the
strong Coulombic regime the G4 dendrimers of the binary
mixture become “arrested” in a structurally frustrated state, in
contrast to their behavior in the single component system where
an FCC crystal phase was formed29 under the same strength of
electrostatic interactions. A discrepancy between the adopted
structure in the binary mixture and that in the corresponding one

component system is observed for the G3 dendrimers as well.
While in the single G3 solution dendrimers were organized in a
BCC phase,29 in the binary dendrimer mixture it appears that the
G3 molecules form a BCC/FCC mixed domain at the same
electrostatic regime (Figure 6). Similar mixed lattice phases have
previously been observed in other charged colloidal systems,
such as in peripherally charged star polymers49 and in binary
mixtures of like-charged colloidal spheres.5 In those cases
the parameters which determined the phase behavior of the
studied systems were either concentration/number density or
composition.
On the basis of the previous knowledge of the single compo-

nent systems29,30,35 and the indications discussed above, it
appears plausible to consider the dynamic contrast between
the G3 and G4 molecules55,60 as a possible factor which inter-
venes in the ordering process, affecting thus the (pseudo)-
equilibrium final morphology of the system. This picture is also
consistent with the fact that in regime III (Figure 5), the plateau
of q* for G4 dendrimers is reached at a lower lB value compared to
that of the G3 molecules, implying that the rearrangement of the
G3 molecules continues to take place in a practically “fixed” local
environment formed by the G4 molecules.

IV. DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE DENDRIMERS

To further elaborate on the dynamic behavior the dendrimers
of the two generations, we have examined aspects of the trans-
lational and rotational motion of the molecules upon variation of
the intensity of electrostatic interactions. The dynamic probes
invoked are related to experimentally observable quantities and
therefore offer the possibility for comparison whenever results of
such experiments become available for similar systems.
1. Dynamics of Structural Rearrangements in the Dendri-

mer Scale. Individual motion of the G3 and the G4 dendrimers
was examined via the incoherent dynamic structure factor arising
from the centers of mass of molecules, according to eq 4, which is
the time dependent version of eq 3.

Sinccmðq, tÞ ¼ 1
N

Æ∑
N

i¼ 1
e�i qB 3 ½ rBi

ðtÞ � rBi
ð0Þ�æjqj

� �
directions

ð4Þ

The symbols appearing in eq 4 are as in eq 3. This function
probes density fluctuations of the scatterers at different time and
length scales. It can be obtained through experiments which can

Figure 6. Static structure factor arising from the centers of mass of the dendrimer molecules for G4 (left) and G3 (right) dendrimers, at lB/σ = 120.
Vertical lines denote characteristic peak locations aiming at the identification of the structure. For G3 molecules, Miller indices corresponding to
characteristic lattice planes of FCC and BCC crystals are shown as well.

Figure 7. Snapshots shown in Figure 3 for lB/σ = 15 and lB/σ = 20,
together with periodic images of the simulation box (solvent beads are
omitted for clarity).
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provide both, spatial and temporal resolution, such as neutron
scattering. To examine dynamics of structural rearrangements in
the dendrimer scale, we have calculated Scm

inc(q,t) at a q-magnitude
equal to q*. Figure 8 shows the scattering spectra obtained,
separately for the G3 and the G4 molecules.
Evidently, there is a strong dependence of the dynamic

response in the molecular scale on the variation of the intensity
of electrostatic interactions. The most drastic changes appear to
take place when passing from the weak, (i.e., lB/σ e 7) to the
intermediate (i.e., 7 e lB/σ e30) electrostatic regime. To
quantify the observed behavior, we have estimated the average
relaxation time by calculating the area under the corresponding
curve according to eq 5

Ætæcm ¼
Z

Sinqcm ðq�, tÞ dt ð5Þ

To avoid possible underestimation or overestimation of the
average time, we performed the integration only to those curves
which have relaxed almost entirely (i.e., more than 90%) within
the simulation window. The result of this calculation is presented
in Figure 9. Following the dynamic response of the centers of
mass of the dendrimers in a length scale comparable to their size,
it becomes clear that the latter is strongly correlated to the
respective static changes which take place when varying the
intensity of Coulombic interactions (Figure, 5).
In regime I, a moderate speed-up of the individual dendrimer

motion can be observed, followed by a noticeable slow-down
when the strength of electrostatic interactions increases within
regime II. This slow-down appears to cease in regime III, where a
virtual “freezing-in” of the dendrimer motion takes place upon
further increase of lB.
It is worth noticing that practically at all cases, the average

relaxation time of theG3 dendrimers is lower compared to that of
G4, even in regime III, as would be anticipated due to their
smaller size and higher structural flexibility which facilitates their
diffusional motion.
The aforementioned dynamic pattern can be interpreted in

conjunction with the behavior described earlier regarding the
counterion condensation process (Figure 1) and the modulation
of the effective charge in the dendrimer’s vicinity (Figure 2).
While the dendrimers lie in the weak electrostatic regime and
below the “neutrality” limit (see Figure 1), increase of the
electrostatic interactions result to stronger repulsions between
the like-charged molecules which may incur faster rearrange-
ments. As the neutrality limit is reached (i.e., in the transition
from regime I to regime II), further increase in the intensity of the

electrostatic interactions results in the overcharging of the
dendrimers and thus to like-charge attraction. This effective
attraction brings the dendrimers at much closer distances (see
Figure 5) creating thus a local “jamming”. Such a close packing of
the molecules is consistent with the slowing-down observed in
regime II. In regime III, no significant changes in the counterion
condensation process and the effective charge seem to occur
upon increase of lB (Figure 1 and 2), while the average distance
between molecules (see Figure 5) appears either to remain
unchanged (in G4) or to reach a limiting value at the higher lB
levels (G3). This scenario implies a virtually “frozen” state of the
local environment experienced by the dendrimer molecules
which renders Ætæcm insensitive to a further increase of lB.
To elaborate more on the specifics of this progressive “vitri-

fication” of the local environment as lB increases, we have
monitored the variation of the dimensions of the “cage” formed
by the immediate neighbors of each dendrimer molecule as the
strength of electrostatic interaction increases. An estimation of
this cage size can be obtained by the location of the inflection
point of the mean squared displacement of the centers of mass of
the molecules, in the transition from the ballistic motion at short
times to the restricted diffusion at longer time scales (prior to the
free diffusion regime); in this time- and length scale, the presence
of the neighboring molecules start to obstruct the translational
motion of the particles (here the dendrimer molecules).11,60

Figure 10 illustrates the changes of the cage dimensions as the
system goes through the intermediate and the strong electrostatic

Figure 8. Incoherent dynamic structure factor data for the G3 (left) and the G4 (right) dendrimers, at q = q*, for all the examined Bjerrum lengths.

Figure 9. Average relaxation times corresponding to spectra appearing
in Figure 8. The dashed lines mark the boundaries between the different
electrostatic regimes, denoted as I, II, and III.
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regimes (in regime I, no inflection point is present). Apparently,
the size of the cage scaleswith lB in both electrostatic domains, with
the dependence becoming weaker when passing from the inter-
mediate to the strong Coulombic regime. The inset of Figure 10
depicts the ratio of the cage size over the intermolecular dendrimer
distance which corresponds to themain structural peak (q*) of the
respective static structure factor. This ratio provides a direct probe
for the examination of the validity of the Lindemman criterion for
melting (or freezing-in)61 which is known to apply in a wide range
of glass-forming systems.8,11,62

As the intensity of electrostatic interactions increases, the ratio
describing the G4 dendrimers approaches a value close to 0.1
which is consistent with the aforementioned Lindemann’s criter-
ion, indicating that the larger size dendrimers behave similarly to
conventional glass-forming particles when approaching a freez-
ing-in transition. The same ratio also decreases upon increase of
lB for the G3 molecules but remains systematically higher
compared to that of the G4 dendrimers. This notion corrobo-
rates our earlier argument that the G3 molecules retain a higher
degree of mobility compared to the larger size molecules even in
the strong electrostatic regime and lies in agreement with the
faster Ætæcm times observed for the G3 dendrimers (Figure 9).

2. Reorientational Dynamics of the Dendrimers. An addi-
tional dynamic process which contributes to the local rearrange-
ment of dendimers, is the overall rotational motion of the
molecules. For dendrimers, an appropriate dynamic probe is,
for instance, the calculation of the second order Legendre
polynomial

G2ðtÞ ¼ 1
2
Æ3½̂hðtÞ 3 ĥð0Þ�2 � 1æ ð6Þ

where ĥ represents unit vectors which connect the center of mass
of each molecule with the beads belonging to the outer genera-
tional shell of the dendrimer. Such a correlation function
essentially relaxes via the reorientational motion of the entire
molecule,42,63,64 and can be accessed experimentally with spec-
troscopic techniques such as neutron magnetic resonance
measurements64,65 and dielectric relaxation spectroscopy66 (the
latter technique requires the existence of a permanent dipole
moment and probes the first order Legendre polynomial, but
the essence of the information obtained remains the same).
The reorientational spectra calculated separately for the two

different generations in the examined electrostatic regimes are
presented in Figure 11. As in the case of the individual transla-
tional motion of the dendrimers (Figure 8), increase of the
strength of electrostatic interactions slows-down the overall
rotational motion of the dendrimers.
Actually, the retardation in the reorientational motion of the

molecules is drastic even in the intermediate electrostatic regime
(7e lB/σe 30) leading to a virtual freezing-in of the molecular
rotation upon further increase of lB (regime III). Following a
similar procedure as before (section IV.1), an average rotational
relaxation time was calculated by integrating the corresponding
G2(t) functions appearing in Figure 11 (the procedure was
applied only to spectra with a degree of decorrelation not lower
than 90%). Figure 12 depicts the obtained average times as a
function of Bjerrum length. Because of the low decorrelation
degree of the respective G2(t) spectra, only values in the weak
(I) and the intermediate (II) electrostatic regimes could be
obtained.
As in the previous static and dynamic properties discussed

earlier, the behavior of the rotational relaxation time shows
distinctly different characteristics in the two electrostatic regimes.
In both regimes dendrimer rotational times are proportional to
the intensity of electrostatic interactions, however, in regime I
only a weak increase is observed with lB, while in regime II
dendrimer rotation undergoes a drastic slow-down. The smaller
size dendrimers reorient faster as anticipated,63,64 while it should

Figure 10. Dependence of the cage size experienced by the dendrimers
of the two generations (main panel). The vertical dotted line marks the
boundary between regime II and regime III of electrostatic interac-
tions, while the dashed straight lines show indicative scalings of the cage
size with lB (slope = �1 and �0.25 for regime II and regime III,
respectively). Inset shows the corresponding ratio of the cage size over
the length scale (2π/q*) corresponding to the main structural peak of
the static structure factor.

Figure 11. Rotational relaxation spectra (eq 5), for the G3 (left) and the G4 (right) dendrimers.
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also be noted that the time scale of the rotational motion for both
dendrimer generations is of the same order of magnitude with
that for the individual translational motion (Figure 9). This
similarity in time scale implies a coupling between the two
distinct dynamic modes.

V. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have examined a symmetric, in terms of
composition, binary dendrimer mixture, with explicit counter-
ions and solvent molecules and retaining the internal degrees of
freedom of the dendritic structure. The static and dynamic
features of the individual components were examined in a wide
range of Bjerrum length values, covering a weak, an intermediate
and a strong electrostatic regime. The response of the morpho-
logical characteristics of the mixture as described by the spatial
arrangement of the dendrimers, as well as that of the dynamic
behavior of the components in the length scale of the molecular
size, was found to be rather sensitive and thus potentially
detectable by future relevant experiments.

The distinct features of the two polymeric constituents, such
as the difference in the average size, in the degree of structural
flexibility and in the total charge per dendrimer, affected the level
of their response to the variation of the strength of Coulombic
interactions. Because of the exactly half number of charged beads
per molecule, G3 dendrimers experienced twice as high a degree
of overcharging compared to the G4 molecules. This effect was
triggered by an increasing degree of spatial correlations between
the charged beads and the counterions as the intensity of
electrostatic interactions grew stronger. A characteristic effec-
tive-charge pattern was formed across the dendritic structure and
the immediate vicinity, stemming by a population of “shared”
counterions (about 20% of the total) in the region of interpene-
tration between the neighboring molecules (this effect of coun-
terion localization might be of particular importance in
applications related to ion storage).

The spatial arrangement in a length scale comparable to the
size of the dendrimers, appeared to be strongly affected by the
variation of the strength of Coulombic interactions, particularly
in the intermediate regime (II) within which the degree of
dendrimer overcharging increased the most.

By monitoring the behavior of the two different generations in
the mixture, it was found that the relative spatial arrangement of
the G3 and G4 dendrimers, differentiated markedly with respect

to the morphologies observed in the corresponding one compo-
nent mixtures.29 Instead of FCC (G4) and BCC (G3) cubic
phases that were formed in the latter under similar conditions,
random-closed-packed-like (G4) and mixed BCC/FCC (G3)
structures were found to describe better the packing of the
components in the binary system.

These observations regarding the packing characteristics of
the dendrimers in the mixture, indicated that the “frustrated”
local structures could be linked to the distinct dynamic features of
the two generations. The individual translational and rotational
motion of the larger size dendrimers was realized at longer time
scales in all electrostatic regimes. This motional contrast between
dendrimers of the two generations was reflected to the dynamic
characteristics of the surrounding microenvironment, leading to
a virtual “freezing-in” of the G4molecules at comparatively lower
levels of electrostatic interactions. The observed structural
characteristics of the local environment in the mixture, in
conjunction with the presence of dynamic signatures associated
with a motional arrest which is commonly met in soft and hard-
colloidal glassy systems,9,11,55,62,63,67,68 indicated that dendrimer
electrolytes (particularly those of high generation) can essentially
be viewed, under the examined conditions, as soft-colloidal
glass forming materials. In this case, electrostatic interactions
can be considered to act as a pseudo-thermodynamic inverse
temperature,37 offering the possibility to control the ordering
characteristics of such systems.
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